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The critical DNS authoritative infrastructure is increasingly targeted by DDoS attacks in 
recent years. This paper proposes a novel mitigating solution to DDoS attacks on DNS 
authoritative name servers. The solution uses DNAME record to signal domain redirection 
directive to recursive resolvers, which then accordingly redirect their subsequent query 
traffic to the redirection domains. In response to DDoS attacks, multiple domains can be 
chained to elastically and adaptively provision and release authoritative resources to scale 
rapidly on demand. The simulation results validate the efficacy of the solution.

© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introductions

The Domain Name System (DNS) is a fundamental and critical component of the today’s Internet. As a large-scale global 
distributed database, the DNS resolves billions of queries per day mapping human readable domain names to IP addresses 
of network hosts. It has a direct and strong impact on performance, availability, and dependability of nearly all aspects of 
interactions on the Internet, including Web applications, certificate authentication, Cloud infrastructure and distributed ap-
plications in general. Without stable and secure functioning of the DNS, much of the value of the Internet to humans would 
not exist. Also, Critical Infrastructures (CIs) such as electricity plant, telecommunication services, transportation systems, 
banks and financial institutions are increasingly relying on Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in support of 
global communications and commerce. Due to the strong dependency on ICT of CI control and governance as well as the 
indispensable role of the DNS in ICT, the DNS started to play a relevant role also in the daily life of a citizen, and for that 
reason must be considered by itself a critical infrastructure [1,2].

As a complex system, the DNS is comprised of resolvers, which issue requests, and authoritative name servers, which 
provide authoritative responses. At the authoritative side, the DNS name space is organized as a tree and provisioned at a 
great number of name servers authoritative for their respective name subspaces. At the requestor side, resolvers are further 
made up of stub resolvers, which are unable to chase down the DNS name tree, and recursive resolvers, which are relied on 
by stub resolvers to walk the DNS tree towards the final answer.

As a generally open and distributed service, the DNS becomes a lucrative target for a diversity of attacks, of which the 
simplest yet most destructive ones may be Distributed Denial Of Service (DDoS) attacks on authoritative name servers [3]. 
Among all authoritative name servers, two types of them may be of particular interests to attackers, who seek to maximum 
the damage to national or even global critical assets. The first type of the most critical authoritative name servers are those 
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authoritative for the upper level name subspace in the DNS tree, including the root name servers [4,5] and the Top Level 
Domain (TLD) name servers. As DNS name resolution follows the DNS tree from top to bottom, the root name servers, 
which reside on the top of the DNS tree, impact the entire name space, and the TLD name servers, which resides just 
below the root, impact all domains in the respective TLDs. Several large attacks on the root were recorded in history. In 
2002, a DDoS hit the DNS root servers, taking offline a portion of the thirteen root servers. In 2007, a pair of attacks on 
the root servers struck back-to-back, affecting six servers and taking two offline. The second type are those authoritative 
for the most popular and valued organizations or enterprizes. For example, if the DNS operations for “google.com” were 
significantly interrupted for an extended time period, the potential devastating results to services on the Internet would 
include productivity losses, diminished public confidence in IT, impact to customers and their partners, etc.

There are several techniques or methods widely used in practice to protect authoritative name servers against DDoS 
attacks:

• Overprovision. The technically simplest but the most expensive method is to overprovision name server’s infrastruc-
ture to handle a large amount of queries. However, some DDoS attacks may be massive, e.g., exceeding 100 Gbps of 
bandwidth, and overprovision can be too expensive to adopt.

• Using multiple and distributed servers. Increasing the number and geographic and topographic diversity of name servers 
mitigates the risk of single-point-of-failure. If relying upon a single server in a single physical or logical location, that 
name server may be hit by DDoS attacks to lose availability of its authoritative service. Nevertheless, hosting a large 
number of name server adds costs to the DNS operation. Besides, that number is normally bounded by the limit to a 
DNS packet. For example, the DNS root are hosted at thirteen IPv4 addresses because more root servers would produce 
a DNS packet larger than 512 bytes (the canonical maximum DNS packet size). As attackers can easily discovery all 
name servers and launch DDoS attacks towards each of them, the mitigation lacks scalability and flexibility in that case.

• Deploying anycast nodes. Anycast allows more than one server to advertise the same IP address such that the same server 
may exist in dozens or hundreds of places simultaneously [6,7]. When an Internet user looks up the domain name, 
he/she will find and use the anycast instance topologically closest to himself/herself. Anycast adds global load-balancing 
functionality to the DNS service. But more importantly, the load-balancing is completely invisible to the DNS servers; 
it’s moved down the stack from the DNS layer (application layer) to the network layer. So the DNS operator cannot have 
much control in distributing the user traffic, which is shared between anycast instances and handled transparently by 
the network itself using standard BGP routing. On the other hand, designing and rolling out an anycast DNS network is 
not a trivial task. The complexities associated with managing anycast servers in multiple locations are obvious.

This paper proposed a novel mitigating solution to DDoS attacks on DNS authoritative name servers. Unlike previous 
efforts which focused on unilaterally optimizing and innovating the architecture and operation of authoritative servers, 
our proposal combines the authoritative side with the resolver side to redistribute user traffic. It uses DNAME records to 
promptly propagate redirection signals from authoritative name servers to requesting resolvers. Those resolvers will then 
follow the DNAME records to redirect subsequent traffic to the redirection name servers. In case of DDoS attacks, such 
DNS traffic redirection will greatly relieve flooding query load on the original name servers and thus mitigate their risks of 
unavailability or outage. Using chained redirection name servers, their resources can be elastically provisioned and released 
to scale rapidly on demand of defense.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related work is presented in Section 2. The domain redirection based load 
balancing is elaborated in Section 3. Section 4 presents the analytical model of domain redirection delay. Section 5 evaluates 
the proposed domain redirection. The pros and objections as well as the advantages over the common multi-server method 
are discussed in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Related work

There were a number of prior arts on defense against DDoS attacks targeting DNS authoritative name servers, which can 
be classified into evolutionary approaches and clean-slate approaches.

The evolutionary approaches address the DNS performance and security bottlenecks without any radical change to the 
current DNS architectures. A minor change in the caching behavior of DNS resolvers was proposed in [8] to alleviate the 
impact of DDoS attacks on authoritative name servers. In the proposal, DNS resolvers retain the TTL (Time-To-Live) expired 
resource records (whereas the canonical DNS specifies that such resource records should be discarded from cache). The stale 
resource records are used by resolvers to find answers when the relevant authoritative name servers turn unavailable under 
DDoS attacks. A similar approach was proposed in [9] to improve the DNS service availability and resilience against DDoS 
attacks. The proposal also optimized the caching of DNS resolvers, but by setting longer TTL values for a special class of DNS 
resource records, the infrastructure records. Both of the two caching based solutions seek to ensure name solution service 
provided at DNS resolvers when critical authoritative service are overwhelmed by DDoS attacks. Their mitigation effects are 
quite limited because the unilateral change on DNS resolvers cannot fundamentally harden authoritative name servers at 
all:
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• The TTL prolonged or the TTL expired resource records are increasingly likely to be updated by their authority as time 
elapses. So if the unavailability of authoritative servers lasts long enough, the stale resource records as well as the 
responses generated according to them are getting more and more unreliable and untrustworthy.

• Any resource records that were not requested and cached by resolvers will still be unavailable in case of DNS authorita-
tive service outage. Moreover, any newly updated resource records cannot be propagated to resolvers and clients during 
DDoS attacks on authoritative servers.

Our approach aims at directly promoting DNS service availability and resilience through fine-grained load-balancing and 
load-redirection between authoritative name servers and resolvers. Authoritative name server operators gain full control 
of the defensive traffic redistribution while resolvers simply comply with the DNS specifications regarding their caching 
behaviors. Hence the DNS inconsistency issues arising in the previous caching based solutions are successfully eliminated. 
Strengthening the defense and survivability on the authoritative side rather than the resolver side will benefit a larger 
popularity of conventional resolvers lacking support of any particular mitigation.

The clean-slate approaches redesign the DNS based on the belief that the DNS’s shortcomings will not be resolved by the 
conventional incremental and back-compatible style. The DNS name resolution functionality was proposed to be massively 
distributed among the so called HARD-DNS machines [10]. In handling each DNS request, a random HARD-DNS machine 
is contacted and then recursively resolves the name in question. In this way, the HARD-DNS network is architectured for 
more resilience to DDoS attacks since more machines are available. But the organization, management, and motivation of 
such a large cloud-like DNS infrastructure is a nontrivial task. There were also proposals to replace the DNS tree with a 
peer-to-peer architecture built on top of a distributed hash table (DHT) [11,12]. While the DHT system provides high degree 
of robustness against orchestrated attacks, it does not outperform the current DNS in terms of system performance and 
availability under normal failures [13].

The growing popularity of Internet-of-Things and pervasive computing and the increasing integration of cyber-physical 
system with ICT have also resulted in an increased attack vector. Some prior efforts were directed to modeling and detecting 
the emerging attacks [14,15].

Our proposal can be generalized into a load balancing mechanism among distributed computation resources. The problem 
of load balancing has been studied extensively over the recent decade [16–18]. However, not only the context of DNS 
authoritative service but also our load balancing method are significantly different from the previous work. Almost all 
existing solutions assume a front-end scheduler, either centralized or distributed, to determine for all requests which server 
will process the job. Our solution allocates scheduling tasks to a wider range of participants: the original name servers, 
the redirection name servers, and the requesting resolvers. In this way, the processing servers (back-end servers) and the 
scheduling servers (front-end servers) are combined and both directly accessed by users.

3. Domain redirection based load balancing

The basic idea of domain redirection is to protect DNS server against overload by redirecting its incoming DNS queries to 
alternative servers. DNAME record is employed to provide cross-domain redirection. The authoritative name server encodes 
the redirection information in a dedicated DNAME record of its zone. Upon reception of the DNAME record, any DNS 
compliant recursive resolver will immediately redirect its subsequent query traffic to the redirection domain. When the 
target domain is redirected to another domain, the query traffic is also redirected from one set of servers to another. To 
sustain more query traffic, the redirection domain can further redirect its query traffic to the next redirection domain and 
thus a redirection chain is built. Every domain in the redirection chain except the last redirection domain may balance 
between self-served query traffic and redirected query traffic simply by turning on and off the redirection DNAME record in 
its zone. When a domain turns on the DNAME record, its query traffic is redirected to the next domain in the redirection 
chain; when it turns off the DNAME record, the query traffic is served by itself. To ensure consistent name resolution 
between the original domain and the redirection chain, the zone data is synchronized between them during the redirection.

The DNS operator may allocate a domain pool for the purpose of domain redirection. According to distinct condition and 
requirement, the domains in the domain pool may be either backup domains or domains in use. When any domain operated 
by that DNS operator is flooded by massive query traffic, one or more domains in the domain pool can be activated as the 
redirection domain(s) in the redirection chain. To further enhance resilience and availability of name resolution, a cooperated 
and coordinated domain redirection may be established among DNS operators. Under the collaboration, the domain pools 
across different DNS operators can be shared by all participants to expand their defense capability against DDoS attacks. 
A zone synchronization channel is built between a pair of participant domains prior to the domain redirection and possibly 
released with the revoking of the domain redirection.

3.1. DNAME record and domain redirection

DNAME [19] is a resource record type specified in the DNS to provide redirection from the original subtree of a domain 
name to the target subtree. That is, if the subtree of a name A is mapped to the subtree of a name B in a DNAME record, all 
names that end with A as a suffix have A substituted by B as a suffix. An example of two DNAME records in the respective 
zone apexes are illustrated in Fig. 1, where each DNAME record contains the < owner > field (the domain to be redirected), 
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$ORIGIN com.
...

3600 IN DNAME net.
...

$ORIGIN net.
...

3600 IN DNAME org.
...

Fig. 1. An example of DNAME records in the respective zone apexes.

...
;; Question Section
www.example.com IN A
;; Answer Section
com 3600 IN DNAME net
net 3600 IN DNAME org
www.example.com 3600 IN CNAME www.example.org
www.example.org 1800 IN A 192.168.1.1
...

Fig. 2. An example of response with synthesized CNAME.

the < ttl > field (the maximum duration of caching), the < class > field (the class of the record, mostly “INTERNET(IN)”), 
the < type > field (the type of the record, here is “DNAME”), and the < target > field (the target domain of redirection) 
from left to right.

During the resolution of a DNS query, the query name, if encounters a matching DNAME record, may be redirected to a 
different name. Take the query name “www.example.com” for example. When the searching finds in a DNAME record that 
the subtree of “com” is redirected to the subtree of “net” (see Fig. 1), the searching should use “www.example.net” as the 
new query name and proceed to find the answer pertinent to it. A DNAME chain is allowed to make redirections more 
than one time for a query name. In the example of “www.example.com”, the final query name may be transformed into 
“www.example.org” if two DNAME records are found (see Fig. 1): one indicates a DNAME redirection from “com” to “net”, 
the other indicates a DNAME redirection from “net” to “org”.

When preparing a response, both authoritative servers and recursive resolvers, if having DNAME records, should appro-
priately perform DNAME substitutions. For an authoritative server, the relevant DNAME record in the zone should be placed 
in the answer, and a CNAME record matching the corresponding DNAME record should be synthesized and also included 
in the answer. For a recursive resolver, the relevant DNAME record is retrieved either from the immediate response or 
from the cache. Then the resolver will follow the DNAME chain using the DNAME substitution to resolve each intermedi-
ate domain name until the terminal domain name is finally resolved. In the final response, a CNAME record should also 
be synthesized in accordance with the corresponding DNAME record. Fig. 2 shows the final response of the query name 
“www.example.com” from the authoritative zones illustrated in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2, all relevant DNAME records in the DNAME 
chain are presented in Answer Section. Accordingly, a CNAME record mapping a single alias “www.example.com” to the 
canonical name “www.example.org” and the answer pertaining to the canonical name are both provided. Note that once a 
resolver has a DNAME record in cache, it is able to automatically apply DNAME substitution for all names below the owner 
name of the DNAME records.

3.2. Provision of domain redirection

When a domain intends to redirect all queries for the names below itself, it should update the records in its zone file as 
the following:

1. Keep all zone apex records. The zone apex records at least include the SOA type and the NS type. For a signed zone, 
the zone apex records should also include the DNSKEY type [20,21].

2. Remove all records of names below the zone apex.
3. Add a DNAME record whose owner name is the zone apex or the original domain itself and whose target name is the 

destination domain of that redirection. Note that the target name may be either an intermediate domain or a terminal 
domain in a domain redirection chain.

Accordingly, the target domain in the first layer redirection should also update the records in its zone file. The update 
depends on the role of that domain in the domain redirection chain.

http://www.example.com
http://www.example.net
http://www.example.com
http://www.example.org
http://www.example.com
http://www.example.com
http://www.example.org
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; the original non-redirection zone file of ‘‘com’’
$ORIGIN com.
; zone apex records

7200 IN SOA ...
3600 IN NS ns.com.test.

www 1800 IN A 192.168.1.2
ftp 1800 IN A 192.168.1.3
...

; the redirection zone file of ‘‘com’’
$ORIGIN com.
; zone apex records

3600 IN SOA ...
3600 IN NS ns.test.
3600 IN DNAME red1.test.

; the original non-redirection zone file of ‘‘red1.test’’
$ORIGIN red1.test.
; zone apex records

7200 IN SOA ...
3600 IN NS ns1.net.test.

; the redirection zone file of ‘‘red1.test’’ (the terminal domain)
$ORIGIN red1.test.
; zone apex records

7200 IN SOA ...
3600 IN NS ns1.net.test.

www 1800 IN A 192.168.1.2
ftp 1800 IN A 192.168.1.3
...

Fig. 3. An example of one-layer domain redirection.

Case 1: If the domain redirection chain contains multiple-layer redirection, that domain is the intermediate domain which 
provisions further redirection. Thus the intermediate domain, like the original domain, should provision a DNAME record. 
So it should update the records in its zone file as the following:

1. Keep all zone apex records.
2. Remove all records of names below the zone apex.
3. Add a DNAME record whose owner name is the zone apex and whose target name is the destination domain of that 

redirection.

Case 2: If the domain redirection chain contains one-layer redirection, that domain is the terminal domain which does not 
provision any further redirection. Thus the terminal domain should provision all redirected records in its zone file rather 
than redirect them to another domain. So it should update the records in its zone file as the following:

1. Keep all of the original records.
2. Add all redirected records originating from the origin domain through DNAME substitution.

Without loss of generality, we assume a domain redirection chain of n-layer redirection d0, d1, ..., dn (n = 1, 2, ...), where 
the original domain is d0, the terminal domain is dn , and the target domain of di ’s redirection is di+1 (0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1).
Case 1: The zone file of di (0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1) should be updated as

1. Keep all di ’s zone apex records.
2. Remove all records of names below the di ’s zone apex.
3. Add a DNAME record whose owner name is di and whose target name is di+1.

Case 2: The zone file of the terminal domain dn should be updated as

1. Keep all of the dn ’s original records.
2. Add all redirected records originating from d0 through DNAME substitution.

Fig. 3 illustrates an example of one-layer domain redirection, whose original domain is “com” and terminal domain 
is “red1.test”. We can see that the records below “com”, namely the record of “www.com” and the record of “ftp.com” 
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; the original non-redirection zone file of ‘‘com’’
(the same as Fig. 3)

; the redirection zone file of ‘‘com’’
(the same as Fig. 3)

; the original non-redirection zone file of ‘‘red1.test’’
(the same as Fig. 3)

; the redirection zone file of ‘‘red1.test’’
$ORIGIN red1.test.
; zone apex records

7200 IN SOA ...
3600 IN NS ns1.net.test.
3600 IN DNAME red2.test.

...

; the original non-redirection zone file of ‘‘red2.test’’
$ORIGIN red2.test.
; zone apex records

7200 IN SOA ...
3600 IN NS ns2.net.test.

; the redirection zone file of ‘‘red2.test’’ (the terminal domain)
$ORIGIN red2.test.
; zone apex records

7200 IN SOA ...
3600 IN NS ns2.net.test.

www 1800 IN A 192.168.1.2
ftp 1800 IN A 192.168.1.3
...

Fig. 4. An example of two-layer domain redirection.

etc., are substituted by a DNAME record redirecting towards “red1.test” in the zone file of “com”. And the zone file of 
“red1.test” is simply augmented with the data of “www.com” and “ftp.com” through DNAME substitution. An example of 
two-layer domain redirection is shown in Fig. 4, where the domain redirection starts at “com”, goes through “red1.test”, 
and terminates at “red2.test”. Compared with Fig. 3, “red1.test” uses DNAME redirection towards “red2.test” and “red2.test” 
provisions the data of “www.com” and “ftp.com” through DNAME substitution.

3.3. The implication of and the solution to inconsistency caused by DNAME record update

The caching and resolving of DNAME record may be complicated by the resolver-perceived inconsistency. Since the 
DNAME record performs a zone-based redirection, a single query name, which misses the cache of a resolver, may be 
responded with a DNAME record. That DNAME record covers not only the query name but also all names sharing the 
owner name with it. Because it is possible that some names sharing the owner name with the query name already have 
their records in the cache, the newly fetched DNAME of the owner name may be inconsistent with those records. In the 
example of Fig. 2, if the “A” type record of “foo.com” is in cache, the response containing the DNAME records encounters 
inconsistency with the cached record. That is because the DNAME records simply imply that “foo.com” should be an alias 
whose canonical name is “foo.org” and whose legitimate record types are only “DNAME” and “CNAME”.

That inconsistency will last until the old data’s TTL expires. Compared with the original zone’s authoritative servers which 
directly responds the non-redirection records, the DNAME records are likely to redirect the DNS requests to the redirection 
zone’s authoritative servers, which finally serve the same non-redirection responses. So no matter whether the old data 
in cache or the new DNAME records are accepted in the responding, the final non-redirection answers are expected to be 
consistent. However, the name resolution costs are different between the two data sources. The old data indicates a cache 
hit, thereby saving the resolution of the DNAME record’s target name following the DNAME substitution. The advantages of 
using the old data are much more pronounced when the DNAME redirection adopts a DNAME chain rather than a single 
DNAME record. On the other hand, using the old data adheres to the caching semantics defined in the DNS specifications. 
That is, the cached data is generally unlikely to have a chance to be updated before its TTL expires. Given the considerations 
above, the recursive resolver should maintain both the DNAME records and the old data in cache, and prioritize the old 
data over the newly fetched DNAME records in the response. The recursive resolver algorithm should be revised as the 
following:
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1. See if the answer is in cache as a non-redirection response; if so, return it to the client.
2. See if the answer is in cache as a redirection response (e.g., CNAME); if so, substitute the original query name with the 

target name indicated in the redirection, look up the new query name, and go to Step 1 to check the answer.
3. See if the answer can be synthesized from a cached DNAME; if so, synthesize the CNAME using the cached DNAME. 

Then substitute the original query name with the target name indicated in the DNAME, look up the new query name, 
and go to Step 1 to check the answer.

By the algorithm, the queries asking the target zone may be responded differently: the queries matching the old data in 
cache directly get responses as a cache hit; the queries missing the old data in cache find a matching DNAME record and 
are therefore redirected.

3.4. Zone synchronization

3.4.1. Scheme
As discussed in Section 3.2, the zone data of the original domain should be synchronized to the terminal domain. The 

synchronization ensures that all DNS queries redirected to the terminal domain are responded in consistence with the 
original domain. Thus users will be kept transparent to the DNS traffic redirection despite of flooding DoS attacks. To 
promote continuity and consistency of critical DNS resolution services, zone synchronization should ensure that any zone 
update at the original domain would be transferred to the terminal domain’s name servers as promptly as possible. The 
zone data to be synchronized include all records of the original domain except the original domain’s DNAME record and 
zone apex records.

Zone synchronization may adopt the DNS zone transfer schemes between operating servers and backup servers. Zone 
transfer is designed in the DNS specifications for the zone maintenance among multiple name servers. It basically involves 
transfer of zone files from one DNS server (namely master name server) to another (namely slave name server). The initial 
design of zone transfer allows for full zone transfer (AXFR) in a zone transfer transaction. Concerns over the efficiency of 
AXFR give rise to incremental zone transfer (IXFR) which transfers only those records that have changed in a zone transfer 
transaction. In IXFR, the slave name server is envisaged to request the master name server for a zone transfer when a more 
recent zone file is detected from the master via either periodic polling by the slave or update notification by the master. 
Then the updates would be propagated.

To secure against unauthorized access or malicious exploitation, zone transfer can set the access control list and deploy 
DNS Transaction Signatures (TSIG) between name servers. The access control list restricts zone transfer to only permitted 
hosts. TSIG uses shared secrets and a one way hash function to establish an authenticated communication between two 
name servers. Besides zone transfer, some out-of-band methods such as HTTP/HTTPS and FTP, if combined with security 
solutions and consistency-enhancing mechanisms, are also options of zone synchronization.

3.4.2. Costs
Ideally, all active domains in a redirection chain, each of which may be operated at servers in a physically different 

location, should provide consistent data concerning the original domain. So zone synchronization is designed to transfer the 
zone data from the original domain through any redirection domains. The original domain is the origin of the zone data. 
And all other active domains in a redirection chain replicate a copy of the zone data from the original domain, directly 
or indirectly via zone synchronization. Without loss of generality, zone synchronization is performed between a master 
domain, which sends a master copy of the zone data, and a slave domain, which loads a slave copy of the zone data. For 
simplicity, zone synchronization may allow only one slave domain for a master domain in order to reduce the management 
overheads involved in synchronizing zone data. In the example of the redirection chain A > B > C > D, A transfers its data 
to B, B to C, and C to D. A and B are the master domain and slave domain respectively in their zone synchronization. (B, C) 
and (C, D) are another two pairs of master and slave respectively. Through the chained zone synchronization, each domain 
only needs to maintain at most one slave domain to ensure the zone data dissemination throughout the redirection chain.

There are various implementations of zone synchronization. The DNS specifications provide a feature—zone transfer—
whereby one name server, the slave, can be updated from a zone master while continuing to provide responses to queries 
for the zone. The zone transfer mechanism is a built-in function in the popular DNS implementations such as BIND and NSD 
and thus is readily available for zone synchronization. In the environments where DNS zone transfers may be disabled or 
unavailable, zone synchronization can be done by some out-of-band process such as FTP or database synchronization. Zone 
synchronization should be enabled between a pair of a master domain and a slave domain as long as the master maintains 
domain redirection towards the slave. In other words, zone synchronization may be suspended or terminated only if the 
master intends to lose domain redirection towards the slave.

Compared with DNS query load, the traffic required by zone synchronization is trivial in most cases. As showed by 
previous DNS measurements [22], the size of a typical DNS zone file ranges between several KB and several hundred MB 
and most zones are updated less than twice one day with a minor proportion of changes. Zone synchronization mechanisms 
such as incremental zone transfer usually employ incremental techniques to optimize bandwidth consumption, transmitting 
record changes rather than a full copy of the zone. So the traffic increase caused by zone synchronization falls below several 
Mbps or even as low as several Kbps.
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3.5. Load balancing

The DNAME based redirection method provides elastic and flexible load balancing on the basis of dynamic information 
from servers. It is featured by iterative redirection and periodic tuning. Two strategies of the redirection method, namely 
persistent redirection and dynamic redirection, are identified in this subsection. Two dimensions of dynamic redirection 
choice, namely single-point based or range based and local or global, are also discussed in this subsection.

3.5.1. Features
Iterative redirection. The target domain is relied on by the original domain to sustain the aggressive query loads. How-

ever, the target domain may still be overloaded by the redirected query traffic just as what the original domain suffers. Once 
the target domain’s name servers are flooded, the name resolution service provided by the original domain’s and the target 
domain’s name servers as a whole may be greatly impacted. To address the bottleneck of redirected overload, we propose 
to employ iterative redirection to balance load among more than two domains.

The target domain may be viewed as another original domain when it handles the redirected query load. To protect the 
target domain from being overloaded, the DNS traffic redirection may be also performed by the target domain just as the 
original domain does. That is, the target domain can respond a DNAME record to further redirect the DNS traffic to a new 
target domain. That redirection also turns the old target domain to an intermediate domain. Likewise, the redirection may 
repeat iteratively m times to extend a domain redirection chain of length n to length n + m. By the iterative redirection, the 
query traffic is expected to distribute among a number of domains.

Periodic tuning. The TTL-based DNS caching mechanism enables periodic tuning for DNS traffic redirection. Domain 
redirection is conveyed in DNAME record. DNAME records in DNS responses from authoritative servers, like any other 
record types, are cached by recursive resolvers for responding its users. The DNS specifications define a TTL field in any 
DNS record to indicate the time in seconds that the record may be cached. So the DNS traffic redirection performed at a 
recursive resolver commences when the respective DNAME record in a response arrives at the resolver and lasts for a TTL. 
Then the DNAME record is evicted from the cache, and the recursive resolver has to request the original domain again to 
refresh the redirection. In the refreshing of redirection, the original domain may choose to continue the redirection, suspend 
the redirection, or change the redirection. The minimum interval of periodic tuning is approximated as the DNAME TTL. The 
original domain can set the validity time of DNS traffic redirection in the TTL field of the DNAME record and expect to have 
chance of resetting it when the DNAME TTL expires.

3.5.2. Strategies
Persistent redirection. Since when the redirection zone substitutes the original zone, all subsequent DNS queries asking 

for any records below the original domain’s zone apex should be responded with the DNAME record. So the resolvers 
originating those DNS queries will learn and cache the DNAME redirection. Then within the TTL of the cached DNAME 
record, the redirection-aware resolvers will forward their queries for any records below the original domain’s zone apex to 
the target domain. As time elapses, we can expect that almost all recursive resolvers actively requesting the target zone 
will discover and follow the DNAME redirection. At that time, the query load of the original domain will be significantly 
relieved. Ideally, the original domain will receive only quite limited query traffic given enough time for all active recursive 
resolvers to become aware of the DNAME redirection.

The residual query traffic towards the original domain may contain the queries for the original domain’s zone apex 
whose rates are largely limited by the TTL of the queried records. If the TTL based caching is strictly adhered by a resolver, 
the query rate should never exceed the inverse of the TTL value of the queried record. In the DNS practice, the records 
pertaining to a zone’s apex are usually configured with a high TTL value ranging from weeks to months. So the query traffic 
for those records may be negligible in most scenarios.

The residual query traffic also consists of the outstanding queries for records below the original domain’s zone apex. 
Those queries are suppressed by the cached DNAME record for a duration TTL. When the DNAME record is evicted from 
cache once its TTL expires, the first outstanding query following the TTL expiration will encounter cache miss and be 
forwarded to the original domain. Then the response with a DNAME record will initiate a new duration TTL during which 
the DNAME record will be cached. So the outstanding queries resulted from DNAME cache miss should be bounded by the 
inverse of the DNAME record’s TTL.

Considering a domain redirection chain, all domains except the target domain, like the original domain analyzed above, 
will also be lightly requested under persistent redirection. However, the query traffic is never eliminated or lessened. In-
stead, it is redirected to the target domain following the chained DNAME redirection performed by the recursive resolvers. 
Therefore, we can observe the imbalanced query load distribution between the target domain and the remaining domains in 
the domain redirection chain if the DNAME redirection zone is persistently provisioned. Despite of its protection of original 
domain, persistent redirection is suboptimal as a defense against DDoS attacks because:

• The flooding DNS query traffic, which exceeds the resolution capability of the original domain’s authoritative servers, 
may still overload the target domain without other effective mitigation measures in place.

• The authoritative servers of all involved domains except the target domain are extremely underutilized with the very 
light query load. That is a waste of resources especially considering the possibly overwhelmed target domain.
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• The legitimate queries are mixed with the malicious queries in the query traffic, but they are usually hard to differ-
entiate from the malicious queries. So when the target domain is overwhelmed, it means the loss of name resolution 
service to both the legitimate queries and the malicious queries.

So in a typical DDoS attack, the effects of persistent DNAME redirection are likely to be that: on one hand, the original 
domain is secured against resource exhausting; on the other hand, the name resolution service provided by authoritative 
servers as a whole is hardly strengthened or hardened.

Dynamic redirection. To overcome the weakness of persistent redirection, dynamic redirection enables switch between 
original zone provision and redirection zone provision, adaptive to DNS query traffic distribution among all domains involved 
in the domain redirection chain. Here the original zone provision makes DNS query traffic directed to the domain itself; and 
redirection zone provision makes DNS query traffic forwarded to the target domain of redirection. So dynamic redirection 
offers better load balancing to improve scalability, resilience, and availability of name resolution service.

As for trigger event of dynamic redirection, two options are defined as the following:

• Single point threshold. We define a maximum query rate as the single point threshold. When the incoming query 
rate falls below the single point threshold, the domain is assumed to be lightly requested and underutilized. So if that 
domain provisions the redirection zone at that time, it should restore to the original zone to pull back more query 
traffic to itself. Otherwise, that domain should remain the original zone provision, since there is no need of triggering a 
redirection. When the incoming query rate surges to the single point threshold, that domain is considered as overloaded. 
So that domain, if provisioning the original zone at that time, should switch to the redirection zone to relieve its query 
load.

• Range threshold. We define a maximum query rate and a minimum query rate as a pair of thresholds. The range 
bounded by the two thresholds is assumed to the normal query rate without the need of zone provision switch. When 
the incoming query rate falls into the range, no switch is triggered for a domain. That is, the zone provision, no matter 
the original zone or the redirection zone, is remained by the domain. The high threshold is set as the maximum query 
rate which triggers the switch to the redirection zone provision. And the low threshold is set as the minimum query 
rate which triggers the switch to the original zone provision.

Dynamic load balancing may run on the basis of either local or global information. The two options are discussed as the 
following:

• Local load balancing. In local load balancing, each participating domain decides its redirection action based on its own 
local information. For example, if the query rate is too high for its query processing capability, the domain can start 
redirection to redistribute the query traffic to its target domain. Then the target domain may likewise redirect the excess 
query traffic to the next target domain as a means of load balancing. In this way, all domains involved are cascaded to 
form a chain of domains. The chain is scalable, elastic and adaptive to the varied query rate. When the query rate grows, 
the increment will be propagated to the target domain over time. If the target domain finds that the increment meets 
the requirement of redirection, it will ask for allocating a new domain as the next target domain and then redirects 
the query traffic to it. The next target domain may likewise decide and perform the new redirection until all domains 
in the redirection chain as a whole can sustain the query traffic. Ideally, the redirection chain may accommodate any 
query rate increase by adding more domains dynamically. The dynamics of the domain chain’s expansion under query 
rate increase is much like the water filling process illustrated in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5, the incoming query rate will first fill 
the original domain to its maximum capability, then follows the redirection chain to fill each intermediate domain to 
its maximum capability, and finally fills the terminal domain with the residual traffic. As the terminal domain receives 
the DNS traffic below its maximum capability, it will not initiate redirection to activate any further domains. When 
the query rate falls, the decrease will also be perceived by the last two domains along the domain redirection chain. 
When the penultimate domain finds the incoming query rate falls below its processing capability, it will transition from 
the redirection zone provision to the original zone provision. So the terminal domain turns inactive and the length of 
the domain redirection chain shrink by one. The domain redirection chain may decrease one by one if the query rate 
continues to drop. In the extreme case, the domain redirection chain may decrease to the original domain.

• Global load balancing. Global load balancing is operated based on the query load information gathered from all active 
domains in the domain redirection chain. Each active domain’s load is thereby tuned towards the objective of the global 
load balancing. The load adjustment also leverages the traffic push-and-pull mechanism of redirection. That is, the 
domain uses redirection to decrease the load of itself, and non-redirection to increase the load of itself. In comparison 
with local load balancing, global load balancing is basically non-adaptive in terms of the number of domains. In the 
design, the load is balanced among a fixed number of domains using the current global query load status. Fig. 6
illustrates the simplest model of global load balancing, which evenly distributes the load among all active domains. 
The load balancing of query traffic increase is like filling water (like the query traffic increase) into a set of containers 
(domains) whose bottoms are connected. Unlike the local load balancing, the global load balancing for each active 
domain is not decided by its position in the domain redirection chain. So the original domain is indiscriminately treated 
among all active domain unless it is otherwise explicitly defined by the objective of global load balancing.
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Fig. 5. Local load balancing.

Fig. 6. Global load balancing.

3.5.3. Choosing redirection domains
A redirection domain can be chosen according to various metrics and goals. In theory, all domains in the available domain 

polls are candidates of redirection domain. Various metrics can be defined to decide the best candidate domain. Such 
metrics include CPU utility, Round Trip Time (RTT), server capacity, server geographical distribution, query rate distribution, 
bandwidth utilization, server availability, etc. as well as any combination of them. The goal of load balancing varies from 
maximizing defense capability to improving response delay to balancing server utilization, etc. or any combination of them. 
For example, a candidate domain, which is hosted by servers in close proximity to the queries, can be seen as a good choice 
of redirection domain for the goal of optimizing response delay. But if defense capability is prioritized, a candidate domain 
which large server capacity should have a better chance of being selected.

3.5.4. Defending against aggressive attacks
The threats of aggressive attacks can be caused by a redirection domain’s dual role as the redirected zone’s author-

itative and the self-served zone’s authoritative. Before the domain redirection is initiated, the domain to be activated 
from the domain pool may be already in use for its own zone. So besides provisioning the redirected zone, the redirec-
tion domain may serve its own zone simultaneously. If a candidate domain to be potentially activated is under attack 
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(probably hitting its own zone), it is usually less likely to be selected as the redirection domain because only candidate 
domains with high availability are preferred. If a redirection domain is subject to DDoS attack targeting its own zone 
(not the redirected zone), it can establish a redirection or even a redirection chain for its own zone to alleviate its query 
load.

The threats of aggressive attacks may also result from redirected yet still massive DNS traffic pounding a redirection 
domain. If a redirection domain is potentially overloaded by heavy traffic towards its redirected zone, it can relieve its 
query load by further redirecting the traffic to the next redirection domain.

3.5.5. Free of cyclic redirection
In the rare case of cyclic redirection, one redirection domain in a redirection chain may attempt to redirect traffic to 

its upstream domain in the redirection chain. Such possibility can be ruled out by allowing all upstream domains glued 
to a zone synchronization between two neighboring domains in the redirection chain. Suppose a redirection chain starting 
from the original domain A, followed by B, C, and D in order. A informs B of its upstream domain as A in the zone 
synchronization, and then B informs C of its upstream domains as A and B, and finally C informs D of its upstream domains 
as A, B and C. In this way of relay, any domain in the redirection chain can learn its upstream domains and prevent from 
redirecting to them cyclically.

4. Analytical model of domain redirection delay

As discussed in Section 3.5.1, the promptness of domain redirection may be impacted by caching of requesting recursive 
resolvers. Since the redirection information is cached in a recursive resolver for a TTL, all its requests falling within that TTL 
would always be directed to the same domain, irrespective of any redirection update. Therefore it would take some delay 
for the redirection update occurring at the respective authoritative servers to be propagated to the recursive resolver. In this 
section, an analytical model of domain redirection delay is presented.

Since DNAME based domain redirection is highly related to how DNS resolution works and how DNS cache works, we 
start with a renewal model of DNS resolution and DNS cache. The DNS resolution procedure can be described as the fol-
lowing. First, the client initiates a request to the recursive resolver. If the requested resource record R cannot be resolved 
locally and is not found in the cache, the recursive resolver forwards the request to the authoritative servers. Of all authori-
tative servers known by the recursive resolver, these authoritative servers provision the information closest to the answer of 
the request. Then if the first contacted authoritative servers cannot provide the final answer, they can respond the referral 
record to the authoritative servers lower in the DNS hierarchy. The chasing down the DNS hierarchy will continue until 
reaching the final answer.

The DNS cache mechanism is basically defined as the TTL rule. Any resource record R is associated by its authoritative 
servers with a TTL which indicates the duration in second that a copy of R may be cached. The TTL of a copy of R should 
decrease as time elapses when the copy of R resides at a cache. By discarding the copy of R from the cache when its TTL 
turns zero, the authoritative server ensure that no outdated copy of R is cached.

A request may find no relevant data in the cache at the time it arrives. This is a cache miss. Without loss of generality, 
we assume that a cache miss takes place at time m0 = t0 = 0. We neglect the request/response processing time and the 
request/response network transmission time between recursive resolvers and authoritative servers. This is a sound simplifi-
cation because these times are typically insignificant in comparison with the request inter-arrival times. Thus upon a cache 
miss, a recursive resolver will instantaneously issue a request, get a response, and finally make the data available in cache 
also at time t0.

A cache miss makes the data available in the respective cache for a duration TTL, which is specified in the TTL section of 
the respective record. Any request arriving during that TTL will find the data in the cache. This is a cache hit. A request of a 
cache hit will be responded immediately from the cached data without issuing outgoing requests to contact the authoritative 
servers. That local responding saves the DNS traffic on the external network, lowers the request processing load on the 
authoritative servers, and improves the response delay. The downside is a potential inconsistency between the original 
authoritative version of a record and its copies in the respective caches. Long TTLs emphasize the inconsistency effect 
because the caches have no chance over a long time to update the records which are changed at the authoritative servers 
since the most recent requests.

With prior successive requests of cache hit, the first request arriving after TTL has expired is a cache miss as illustrated 
in Fig. 7. It initiates a new TTL during which the data will be cached.

In modeling the DNAME redirection, we consider the following processes:
The request arrival process: it may result form the superposition of multiple independent requests arrival processes which 
originate from the respective clients. Let Xk = tk − tk−1 be the k-th inter-request time (k > 0). The k-th jump time is defined 
as Sk = X1 + X2 + ... + Xk with its cumulative distribution function (CDF) F(k)(t) = P(Sk < t) and its probability density 
function (PDF) f(k)(t) = dF(k)(t)/dt . The arrival process is N(t), t > 0 with N(t) = sup{k : Sk ≤ t} = ∑

k>0 1{Sk ≤ t}. Assume 
that the inter-request times are independent and identically distributed random variables. That is, the request arrival is a 
renewal process. The renewal function associated to N(t), t > 0 is M(t) = E[N(t)] = ∑

k>0 F(k)(t). It is well-known that the 
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renewal function satisfies the so-called renewal function

M(t) = F (t) +
t∫

0

M(t − x)dF (x) = F (t) +
t∫

0

F (t − x)dM(x) (1)

The cache miss process: the events of cache miss also mean the events of cache update, which is a stochastic process whose 
inter-miss (inter-update) time is denoted by Yk = mk − mk−1 for (k > 0). Given the renewal request arrival, the cache miss 
process is also a renewal process because each cache miss triggers a new TTL’s caching duration thus regenerates the state 
of the cache.

Due to the renewal cache misses, the inter-miss times {Yk}k>0 are independent and identically distributed. Let Y be the 
generic inter-miss time and G(t) be its CDF. We consider first the number of hits occurring in a renewal interval Y until 
time t , and more specifically its expectation L(t). Let the TTL of the requested record be T . We can readily write for t > 0

L(t) =
∑
k>0

P(Sk < t, T > Sk) =
{

M(t), t < T

M(T ), t ≥ T
(2)

G(t) is given by

G(t) = F (t) −
t∫

0

(1 − F (t − x))dL(x) (3)

L(t) =
∑
k>0

P(Sk < t, T > X1, T > X2, ..., T > Xk − 1, T < Xk) =
{

M(t), t < T

M(T ), t ≥ T
(4)

G(t) =P(S Z+1 < t) =
∑
k≥0

P(S Z+1 < t, Z = k)

=
∑
k≥0

P(Sk+1 < t, X1 < T , X2 < T , ..., Xk < T , Xk+1 > T ) (5)

By turning the probability into k + 1 integrals in the respective area D , we get

G(t) =
∑
k≥0

∫ ∫
...

∫
D

f (x1) f (x2)... f (xk) f (xk+1)dx1 dx2 ...dxk dxk+1

=
∑
k≥0

T∫
0

T∫
0

...

T∫
0

f (x1) f (x2)... f (xk)dx1 dx2 ...dxk

t−Sk∫
T

f (xk+1)dxk+1

=
∑
k≥0

T∫
0

T∫
0

...

T∫
0

(F (t − Sk) − F (T )) f (x1) f (x2)... f (xk)dx1 dx2 ...dxk

=
∑
k≥0

(

T∫
0

T∫
0

...

T∫
0

F (t − Sk) f (x1) f (x2)... f (xk)dx1 dx2 ...dxk − F (T )k+1) (6)

For a renewal counting cache miss process Ñ(t), t > 0, we consider that a zone switch occurs at time t , e.g., the time tw
in Fig. 7. We are interest in the residual life U (t) at time t , which is defined as the interval from t until the next renewal 
epoch, i.e., as S̃ Ñ(t)+1 − t . As the new zone has no chance to be synchronized to the cache until the next cache miss, the 
residual life determines how soon the zone switch will be propagated to the cache. As U (t) is a random variable of t , we 
consider the time average of U (t) over the interval (0, t], which is given by (1/t) 

∫ t
0 U (x) dx. To measure the average residual 

life, namely the average zone switch propagation speed, we are interested in the limit of this average as t → ∞. With 
probability 1, the time-average residual life is given by

lim
t→∞

∫ t
0 U (x)dx

t
= E[Y 2]

2E[Y ] (7)

Note that this time-average depends on the second moment of Y , so the time-average residual life is at least half 
the expected inter-renewal interval. On the other hand, the second moment of Y can be arbitrarily large (even infinite) 
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Fig. 7. Renewal process of DNS inter-miss.

for any given value of E[Y ], so that the time average residual life can be arbitrarily large relative to E[Y ]. This can be 
explained intuitively by observing that large inter-renewal intervals are weighted more heavily in this time-average than 
small inter-renewal intervals.

5. Simulation results

We implement the domain redirection based on the DNS models for INET on OMNeT++. The DNS extensions for INET al-
low an authoritative servers to configure its zone using master files. We configure two zones for each domain’s authoritative 
servers: one is the original zone, the other is the redirection zone. The original zone is static while the redirection zone is 
dynamically generated. If the redirection zone is hosted by the original domain or the intermediate domain, it does not need 
to configure the redirected records. Otherwise the redirection zone hosted by the terminate domain should configure the 
redirected records. The switch between the original zone and the redirection zone is performed at each authoritative server 
according to the distribution of DNS traffic rate and the load balancing strategy. Ten servers are set up for each domain in 
the simulations of domain redirection and for each set of authoritative servers in the simulations of server migration using 
the multi-server method.

In all simulations, we configure 1,000 recursive resolvers requesting the domain in investigation. According to a recent 
DDoS event [23], the peak DDoS traffic volume can amount to 18,500 qps (query per second). To simulate the DDoS query 
traffic, the mean query rate of recursive resolvers follows an exponential distribution whose average is 20 qps. So the overall 
average query rate is 20,000 qps.

In local load balancing, the redirection behavior is decided unilaterally by each participant domain based on its own load. 
So gathering load information from other participant domains is not required by local load balancing. By comparison, global 
load balancing allows each participant domain to adjust its redirection behavior based on the load information collected 
from all participant domains. In the following, all simulations use local load balancing by default unless otherwise explicitly 
stated.

5.1. Persistent redirection

In this section, we demonstrate the performance of persistent redirection by comparing the proposed domain redirection 
based method with the multi-server method.

For the multi-server method, the set of authoritative servers migrates to another at the time 30 s as the mitigation 
against DDoS attacks. The server migration aims at relieving the original server load and thereby producing similar defense 
as domain redirection. First, the TTL of authoritative servers’ resource records is set to 20 s, and Fig. 8 shows the server 
load curve using the multi-server method. We can see that the multi-server method is featured by progressive slow server 
migration. The load of original servers under migration gradually decreases approximately linearly in time. The linear decay 
is caused by the random distribution of expiration time of authoritative servers’ resource records in cache among recursive 
resolvers. When all recursive resolvers expire their original servers’ resource records from cache, the target servers’ resource 
records are updated to those recursive resolvers. Until then, the DDoS traffic is totally migrated to the target servers from 
the original servers.

Fig. 9 illustrates the server load curve using the multi-server method when the TTL of authoritative servers’ resource 
records is set to 50 s. We can observe from Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 that the server migration delay by the multi-server method can 
be approximated by the TTL of authoritative servers’ resource records. Thus when that TTL is set to a long time, the defense 
of the multi-server method is greatly weakened.

For the domain redirection based method, we set up one original domain and one target domain (one-layer redirection). 
And the original domain initially implements the original zone provision and then switches to the persistent redirection at 
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Fig. 8. Server migration using the multi-server method (one-layer, authoritative server TTL = 20 s).

Fig. 9. Server migration using the multi-server method (one-layer, authoritative server TTL = 50 s).

the time 30 s. The TTL of DNAME record is first set to 20 s and the simulation results are shown in Fig. 10. We can see that it 
takes a remarkably short time (less than 1 s) for all recursive resolvers to learn about the redirection at the original domain, 
and the total query traffic is almost redirected to the target domain from then on. Hence the domain redirection based 
method greatly outperforms the multi-server method in terms of defense promptness. This is because any upcoming query 
from a recursive resolver, which follows the commencing of domain redirection at authoritative servers, will trigger the 
domain redirection at that recursive resolver. And the delay of domain redirection is thus bounded by the query interval of 
resolver. For an intensively requesting recursive resolver, the query interval is typically no more than several seconds which 
is much smaller than the TTL of authoritative servers’ resource records. That explains the comparative defense promptness 
of the domain redirection based method.

To investigate the impacts of DNAME record’s TTL, we increases it to 50 s and the simulation results are shown in 
Fig. 11. By comparing Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, there is no great difference of performance as to the two TTL values. However, we 
can see a slight query rate plus periodically appearing every 20 s since the time of direction in Fig. 10 and every 50 s in 
Fig. 11. That periodic query rate plus indicates the TTL expiration of DNAME records at resolvers. The TTL expiration makes 
the respective resolver query the original domain again to fetch the up-to-date records (including the up-to-date DNAME 
records). For the domain redirection method, such TTL driven periodic DNAME refreshing enables the periodic tuning of 
load balancing because each DNAME refreshing provides authoritative servers with opportunity of refreshing redirection.
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Fig. 10. Persistent redirection (one-layer, DNAME TTL = 20 s).

Fig. 11. Persistent redirection (one-layer, DNAME TTL = 50 s).

As shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, persistent redirection always pushes DNS traffic completely to the target domain. 
While the original domain becomes free of threats because of persistent redirection, its resources would be extremely 
underutilized. By comparison, the target domain, which is expected to sustain all redirected traffic, is still left vulnerable to 
DDoS attacks.

To further compare the multi-server method with the domain redirection based method, we build a three-layer server 
migration architecture where each set of servers initiate server migration upon the detection of flooding query traffic. The 
TTL of authoritative servers’ resource records is set to 20 s. Fig. 12 shows the server load curve for each set of participant 
servers. In Fig. 12, each layer of server migration can be observed to incur a delay of 20 s, namely the authoritative server 
TTL. Thus that three-layer server migration accumulates the overall delay to 60 s. The penalty of multi-layer server migration 
delay better demonstrates the weakness of the multi-server method.

To illustrate the effects of chained persistent redirection, we remain the setting in Fig. 10 but extends the domain 
redirection chain to three layers (with four domains involved). The simulation results are shown in Fig. 13. We can see 
that all intermediate domains encounter a sharp and short plus in their incoming query rates,and the terminal domain 
is also the final destination of all query traffic. Each intermediate domain functions as the forwarder of redirected DNS 
traffic. When the queries from all resolvers are gradually redirected to an intermediate domain by its upper layer domain, 
that intermediate domain will immediately inform each querier about the redirection towards the next target domain. So 
after a short while taken to inform all resolvers, the redirected traffic are handed over domain by domain heading for 
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Fig. 12. Server migration using the multi-server method (three-layer, authoritative server TTL = 20 s).

Fig. 13. Persistent redirection (three-layer, DNAME TTL = 20 s).

the terminal domain. Fig. 13 shows that the domain redirection delay is hardly impacted by the multi-layer redirection, 
giving the domain redirection based method advantages over the multi-server method. However, Fig. 13 also illustrates the 
suboptimality of persistent redirection in terms of load balancing, since all intermediate domains as well as the original 
domain are underutilized.

5.2. Dynamic redirection

In this section, we investigate how dynamic redirection performs in load balancing. First, we use one original domain 
and one target domain (one-layer redirection). And the original domain performs dynamic redirection using a single point 
threshold. The single point threshold is set to 16,000 qps, and the TTL of DNAME record is set to 20 s. The simulation results 
are shown in Fig. 14. We can see that a sharp query rate plus happens at the original domain roughly every 20 s because 
of the TTL-driven periodic tuning of load balancing. In contrast, there is a periodic query drop at the target domain also 
every 20 s. However, since the periodic tuning makes a quick traffic rise on the original domain, the query traffic is still 
skewed towards the target domain. According to the query counts collected from both domains, the target domain accounts 
for 85.3% of the total query packets.

To examine the impacts of TTL setting, we decrease the TTL of DNAME record to 2 s and keep the other settings the 
same as Fig. 14. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 15. We can see that a small DNAME record’s TTL pulls more query 
traffic from the target domain back to the original domain. In Fig. 15, the utilization of the original domain is increased by 
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Fig. 14. Dynamic redirection (one-layer, DNAME TTL = 20 s, single point threshold = 16,000 qps).

Fig. 15. Dynamic redirection (one-layer, DNAME TTL = 2 s, single point threshold = 16,000 qps).

lowering the TTL, because TTL expiration forces recursive resolvers to direct their requests to the original domain. So tuning 
TTL is an effective means of load balancing.

We vary the single point threshold to 8,000 qps and 20,000 qps respectively in order to investigate its impacts. The 
DNAME record’s TTL is set to 2 s. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 respectively. We can see that 
lowering the single point threshold tends to result in the traffic distribution more skewed towards the target domain, and 
conversely, increasing the single point threshold produces a traffic distribution more skewed towards the original domain. 
The mechanism of tuning the single point threshold can be explained as the following: a lower single point threshold cuts 
the time taken for the original domain to reach the threshold thus shortens the window of the original zone provision, and 
a higher single point threshold increases the window of the original zone provision. Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 demonstrate the 
effectiveness of adjusting single point threshold for load balancing.

We then study the impacts of range threshold by varying the range threshold to [16, 000 qps, 20, 000 qps], 
[10, 000 qps, 20, 000 qps], [2, 000 qps, 20, 000 qps], [10, 000 qps, 16, 000 qps], [10, 000 qps, 12, 000 qps] and 
[4, 000 qps, 12, 000 qps] respectively. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 18–23 respectively. Fig. 18–20 present very 
similar load distribution curves among those range thresholds with varying low threshold and constant high threshold. The 
results indicate that varying low threshold almost has no effect on tuning load balancing. By comparing Fig. 21 and Fig. 22, 
we can find the intensified load balance tuning when the high threshold unilaterally decreases from 16,000 qps to 12,000 
qps. However, unilaterally decreasing the low threshold from 10,000 qps to 4,000 qps has little effect on adjusting load 
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Fig. 16. Dynamic redirection (one-layer, DNAME TTL = 2 s, single point threshold = 8,000 qps).

Fig. 17. Dynamic redirection (one-layer, DNAME TTL = 2 s, single point threshold = 20,000 qps).

balancing as shown in Fig. 22 and Fig. 23. So we can conclude that load balancing of range threshold is largely determined 
by high threshold rather than low threshold.

We then examine how the proposed scheme performs under dynamic query traffic. To simulate the dynamic query 
traffic, we first double the query rate of each recursive resolver hitting the original domain from the time 50 s and thus 
the overall average query load is also doubled. Global load balancing is adopted aiming at evenly distribute the query loads 
between the original domain and the target domain. As illustrated in Fig. 24, the load distribution is quickly adjusted to gain 
balancing again in line with the sudden query traffic change. The rebalancing roughly takes 2 s, namely the DNAME TTL. 
The results show that the proposed scheme features excellent adaptability against dramatic traffic variations. Similar to our 
previous observations, small DNAME TTL adds speed to the self-adaption. The target domain, if simultaneously serving its 
own zones, may also affect load balancing in case of DDoS attacks on its own zones. The massive incremental query traffic 
unilaterally directed to the target domain’s self-served zones may create load imbalance between the original domain and 
the target domain. We simulate the dual attack traffic imposed on the target domain by launching a 20,000 qps DDoS attack 
against its self-served zones from the time 50 s. Fig. 25 shows the load distribution between the two domains. We can see 
that the original domain promptly pulls back its redirected traffic from the target domain and the traffic surge at the target 
domain consequently restores to the balanced level. The regaining of load balance also accomplishes in one DNAME TTL. 
The results demonstrate the ability of the proposed scheme to adaptively balance load against the target domain’s risk of 
overload.
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Fig. 18. Dynamic redirection (one-layer, DNAME TTL = 2 s, range threshold = [16,000 qps, 20,000 qps]).

Fig. 19. Dynamic redirection (one-layer, DNAME TTL = 2 s, range threshold = [10,000 qps, 20,000 qps]).

Finally, we evaluate the performance of dynamic redirection under three layers of redirection. In Fig. 26–29, the DNAME 
TTL keeps 2 s. Fig. 26 and Fig. 27 illustrate the load balancing results using the local strategies. In Fig. 26, only the original 
domain and the first layer domain are virtually employed after the bootstrapping if the single point average threshold 
is set to 10,000 qps. The results meet our expectations because the average incoming query traffic is exactly double of 
the threshold, making two domains suffice for handing the traffic. When the single point average threshold is lowered to 
7,000 qps in Fig. 27, three domains are activated in load balancing after the bootstrapping. This is because the average 
incoming query traffic falls between twice and three times the single point average threshold. The load balancing results 
using the global strategies are shown in Fig. 28 and Fig. 29. Fig. 28 demonstrates the evenly distributed loads among the 
four domains. In Fig. 29, the incoming query traffic is doubled at the time 50 s, and we can observe the rapidly adapted 
load distribution until the equal distribution is regained.

By studying Fig. 26 and Fig. 27, we can find that redirection adjusting is never a trivial task for each participant domain 
in local balancing. Some available domains are prone to being underutilized or even idle because their loads are invisible to 
the busy domains. Fig. 28 and Fig. 29 demonstrate that global load balancing offers better flexibility and utilization, but of 
course, at the cost of global information collecting efforts.

6. Discussions

There have been a number of clean-slate proposals to address the DNS resilience and availability issues. Despite of the 
notable performance and survivability enhancements brought by those proposals, the major architectural changes on the 
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Fig. 20. Dynamic redirection (one-layer, DNAME TTL = 2 s, range threshold = [2,000 qps, 20,000 qps]).

Fig. 21. Dynamic redirection (one-layer, DNAME TTL = 2 s, range threshold = [10,000 qps, 16,000 qps]).

DNS operation and protocols call for tremendous efforts and overheads in implementing and deployment, which may sig-
nificantly hinder their adoption. In the past three decades, the DNS has been cautiously and smoothly evolving to better 
sustain its critical name-to-address mapping function for the Internet. The DNS community has been avoiding any radical 
revolution on the DNS unless there is indeed any pressing need. In the highly coupled DNS ecosystem, a minor operational 
bug or vulnerability may undermine the name resolution function as a whole. Thus even the biggest DNS security enhance-
ment by far, namely DNSSEC, is so well designed as to fit into the DNS messages and interoperation. So at least in the 
foreseeable future, the DNS will not be assumed to afford the huge costs and risks of fundamental innovation. Our proposal 
is the first to identify the potential of standard DNAME records in the DNS load redistribution. Using DNAME redirection, 
the otherwise overloaded authoritative name servers are effectively alleviated.

As a common DDoS defense method, using multiple and distributed servers may be argued as a similar alternative to the 
proposed domain redirection based method, since both solutions rely on load distribution for better defense against DDoS 
attacks.

In this section, we will first discuss the advantages of the proposed solution and a few possible objections to it. Then we 
will compare the method of using multiple and distributed servers with the proposed DNAME based method and discuss 
how the latter outperforms the former.
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Fig. 22. Dynamic redirection (one-layer, DNAME TTL = 2 s, range threshold = [10,000 qps, 12,000 qps]).

Fig. 23. Dynamic redirection (one-layer, DNAME TTL = 2 s, range threshold = [4,000 qps, 12,000 qps]).

6.1. Pros

DNS compliance. The solution requires no DNS protocol modifications: the format and processing of DNS messages 
and DNS resource records, the interoperations between DNS entities and between network and application stacks, and 
the definition of DNS semantics are completely kept. If adopted, the solution functions well with the existing DNS im-
plementations. The resolvers, the clients, and the intermediate systems are all expected to be transparent about the 
transition. Only the authoritative servers’ operation need a minor change but still in compliant with the DNS specifica-
tions.

Low overheads. The solution only impose a trivial load on DNS authoritative name servers, which is negligible especially 
compared with the flooding DDoS traffic that it is assumed to handle. Also, the latency of query resolution and the query 
processing overheads of resolvers are both likely to be slightly impacted, since the DNAME redirection is cached by a resolver 
for a TTL duration before that resolver has to request for the redirection again.

Elastic resource provision. Without introducing out-of-band mechanisms, the solution builds elasticity into the DNS 
semantics. In the solution, authoritative operators has the ability to automatically adjust the infrastructure resources it 
uses to accommodate varied query loads and priorities, while maintaining availability and performance in a context-
aware environment. More specifically, the authoritative query processing capabilities can be elastically provisioned and 
released simply by varying the authoritative DNAME records.In the DNS context,those capabilities are instantiated as 
a set of authoritative name servers whose quantity and capabilities are adjustable in support of DDoS defense poli-
cies.
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Fig. 24. Dynamic redirection (one-layer, DNAME TTL = 2 s, global load balancing).

Fig. 25. Dynamic redirection (one-layer, DNAME TTL = 2 s, global load balancing).

Client-Side dispatching. Many load balancing systems rely on front-end servers dispatching all incoming loads. Once 
targeted by DDoS attacks, the networks, routers, and intermediate systems along the path towards the front-end servers 
are all possibly overloaded and even exhausted. That vulnerability of single-point-failure cannot be mitigated by perform-
ing countermeasures merely at front-end servers. As an alternative to the server-side dispatching, the solution generates 
the traffic redirection scheme at the server side (authoritative name servers) and performs traffic redirection at the client 
side (resolvers). Thus geographical and topological diversity among servers is possible to ensure high availability and re-
silience of authoritative service, since attackers should employ much more resources to flood the separated paths towards 
all servers.

Zone-based bulk dispatching. DNAME provides a means of redirecting all subdomains of one name to those of another 
using a single resource record. As the query names below a DNAME’s owner name may vary, it is inappropriate to attempt to 
redirect an individual query name in the efforts of load balancing. Another advantage of DNAME redirection is the efficient 
and aggressive use of DNAME redirection by resolvers. As specified by DNS standards, DNAME records are persistently used 
in redirecting any matching queries during their stay at the cache of resolvers. So the redirection, which is determined by 
authoritative servers, is virtually performed by resolvers for the duration of one TTL. Authoritative servers can adjust the 
redirection duration by tuning the TTL.

Mitigating random subdomain attacks. A new kind of DNS DDoS attacks was first proposed in [24] and widely identified 
on the Internet since 2014 [25,26]. Those attacks use randomized labels prefixed to targeted domains in the DNS requests. 
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Fig. 26. Dynamic redirection (three-layer, DNAME TTL = 2 s, single point average threshold = 10,000 qps).

Fig. 27. Dynamic redirection (three-layer, DNAME TTL = 2 s, single point average threshold = 7,000 qps).

Because names with randomized subdomains are never hit by the caching of resolvers, authoritative servers could be di-
rectly flooded by the enormous query traffic caused by the cache miss requests. By contrast, normal DNS requests are largely 
suppressed by resolvers because of the matching resource records in their caches. With the diminished DNS traffic attenu-
ating effects of resolvers, the threats of DNS DDoS attacks targeting authoritative servers are greatly amplified. Our proposal 
offers effective protection on authoritative servers against such attacks. Incoming malicious queries can be balanced and 
redirected before burdening or exhausting authoritative servers.

Mitigating bot-driving attacks. Another notable trend of DNS DDoS attacks in recent years is the proliferation of bots as 
the tools of originating massive DDoS queries. As bot infections are widespread in most networks, attackers can leverage 
a great number of compromised devices to make the DDoS impressively powerful [27,28]. Mitigating DNS DDoS driven by 
bots has unique challenges. Since queries originate in the network, blocking DNS at borders will not be effective. Nor will 
in-place DDoS equipment help because it lacks DNS specific features to properly cleanse traffic. Our proposal adopts the 
defense at resolvers through the standard DNS transactions between resolvers and authoritative servers. So the mitigation 
does not have the protocol and implementation upgrades as the prerequisite.

6.2. Objections

The diminished load balancing caused by the DNAME’s TTL. The proposal conveys the load balancing profile in the DNAME 
records, which are cached and used by the resolvers until the TTLs expires. The problem with such an approach is explained 
by the following example. Consider authoritative name servers who return the DNAME record to the resolvers in accordance 
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Fig. 28. Dynamic redirection (three-layer, DNAME TTL = 2 s, global load balancing).

Fig. 29. Dynamic redirection (three-layer, DNAME TTL = 2 s, global load balancing).

with the current DNS traffic distribution among all active authoritative name servers. Due to the dynamics of DNS traffic, 
the authoritative name servers may later change the zone provision by revoking the DNAME record for the optimal real-time 
land balancing. Unfortunately, that zone provision update may happen within the DNAME’s stay at the caches of a number 
of resolvers. Given this, those resolvers, unaware about the zone provision update, will still use the inaccurate or obsolete 
DNAME record to perform a suboptimal load balancing.

The problematic scenario described above reflects the inconsistency issues arising in nearly all cache-based systems. 
Those issues can be mitigated through the considerations below.

First, the degree of cache inconsistency between client and server are basically determined by the TTL value. In general, 
a smaller TTL value means less risks of cache inconsistency. So authoritative servers can set the DNAME record’s TTL to 
small in order to lessen the impacts of cache inconsistency on the accuracy of load balancing. But having an aggressively 
small TTL also in some ways results in the effects of query increase, since the resolvers will more frequently find cache 
miss and thus more frequently request the authoritative servers. In the extreme case of zero TTL, the load balancing will 
degrade to a complete failure because without caching each request from resolvers will be forwarded to the authoritative 
name servers.

Second, even with the same TTL value of DNAME record, the update promptness of resolver may still differ significantly. 
We can see from Eq. (7) that the heavy hitters among resolvers are likely to perceive and obtain the zone provision update 
earlier. Consequently, those heavy hitters are also likely to support a more up-to-date and accurate load balancing. This 
gives a mitigation to the degree of cache inconsistency because heavy hitters of resolver generally serve a larger population 
of clients and thus impact more on the overall DNS performance.
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The resolution latency cost of load balancing. The proposal enables cascading domain redirections with more than one 
DNAME records. The retrieval of multiple DNAME records involves sending a serial of queries one by one to the cascading 
domain’s authoritative name servers in order. The resolution latency taken by that serial DNAME lookup process seems a 
great concern on the performance of the solution. However, the DNAME caching saves any DNAME lookup within the TTL. 
With an appropriate TTL, an overwhelmingly majority of queries towards the target domain will be successfully suppressed 
by the DNAME record in cache. And the comparatively rare occurrence of cache miss only introduces a minor portion of 
DNS queries compared with the massive DDoS traffic.

Interaction with DNSSEC. The proposal is completely transparent to resolvers so that it does not have any implications for 
DNSSEC [20,21]. Like normal records, the resolver should validate the redirection-dedicated DNAME records before accepting 
them as authenticated. On the authoritative server side, the zone provision containing the DNAME records as well as the 
records at the apex of the zone should be signed. The signing of the redirection zone is preferably performed at the time 
it is generated. The signed redirection zone provision and the signed original zone provision should be switched between 
each other during the load balancing.

6.3. Advantages over the multi-sever method

Note that the method of using multiple and distributed servers and the proposed scheme share some similarities espe-
cially in employing load distribution to alleviate DDoS attacks. Nevertheless, the latter offers advantages over the former in 
the following aspects:

• The proposed scheme is much more dynamic and prompt in load distribution. In the multi-server method, the informa-
tion about all authoritative servers are placed in a resource record set responded by each authoritative server. In case 
of no DDoS attacks, it would be a waste of resources to always provision too many servers for the multi-server method. 
But when the number of servers is maintained to a minimum and increased only on demand of DDoS defense, the 
dynamic server expansion is impossible to be promptly propagated to the recursive resolvers because of the caching 
effects. With the old authoritative server record still in cache, a recursive resolver has no opportunity to refresh the 
server information until the old record’s TTL expires. So it takes a recursive resolver at least a TTL to accomplish a 
dynamic server expansion. Given that authoritative server record’s TTL typically ranges from days to weeks, the delay of 
load redistribution would be usually unaffordable for the multi-server method. By contrast, the proposed scheme allows 
a recursive server to synchronize with the redirection update conveyed in the response to the first query following the 
redirection update. As a source of DDoS query traffic, a recursive server, which rapidly issues DNS requests, is thus likely 
to quickly learn the redirection update (responded in the DNAME record). Generally, the higher rate of DNS queries, the 
higher speed of server update propagation. So compared with the multi-server method, the proposed scheme provides 
a comparatively fast and elastic means of load balancing.

• The proposed scheme has no limit to the number of servers. In the multi-server method, the authoritative server 
resource record set, with one server encoded in one record, is an indivisible payload carried in a DNS message. So 
the number of servers should be carefully chosen to avoid DNS message oversize. Any number larger than 13 would 
be at a high risk of exceeding the DNS message limit of 512 bytes. So the multi-server method is typically unable 
to manage load distribution among more than 13 servers. The proposed scheme relies on a single DNAME record to 
convey information about the next redirection domain in the DNAME chain. Therefore it successfully avoids challenging 
the DNS message limit since one DNAME record is commonly affordable for the DNS message limit. Given that a large 
number of servers may be needed to defend against massive DDoS attacks, the proposed scheme offers a better choice 
than the multi-server method.

• The proposed scheme has better control of load distributed among servers. In the multi-server method, authoritative 
server resource record set only conveys candidate servers from which a recursive resolver can select for its DNS re-
quests. It is still up to each recursive resolver to decide which server to request. The load distribution among servers 
is therefore largely decided by the server selection algorithm adopted by the recursive resolvers as well as the topo-
logical distribution of the recursive resolvers. Given a fixed number of servers located at fixed places, the multi-server 
method bears the possibility of imbalanced load distribution because of the unevenly distributed recursive resolvers 
and their biased server selection algorithms. For example, BIND recursive resolver was found to favor the nearest server 
in its server selection algorithm [29–31]. Thus the multi-server method has weak control and bad adjustability of load 
distribution. The proposed scheme, however, is able to tune the DNS traffic distribution adaptively. Any DNS compliant 
recursive resolver is expected to honestly follow the redirection information encoded in the respective DNAME record. 
Using DNAME record to signal redirection, more than one active domain may be jointly coordinated to switch between 
redirection and no redirection in order to push and pull DNS traffic. So the proposed scheme is much more capable and 
flexible in load distribution than the multi-server method.

• The proposed scheme protects redirection servers from early exposing and subsequent attacks. The multi-server method 
statically and explicitly lists all authoritative servers in the DNS zone, and so any attacker is able to target and com-
promise them with persistent attempts and continuous efforts. With the chance of compromise accumulated over time, 
the multi-server method leaves the servers increasingly vulnerable. The proposed scheme can hide candidate redirec-
tion servers and keeps them invisible to attackers ahead of DDoS attacks. In case of DDoS attacks, candidate redirection 
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servers are activated on demand and allocated dynamically especially e.g., in the context of cloud computing [32]. 
Given high dynamics of redirection server, it is hard to compromise redirection server within a very limited active time. 
Therefore the proposed scheme method make DNS servers more secured.

7. Conclusions

Protecting the critical DNS authoritative infrastructure is among some crucial tasks for ensuring security and stability 
of global CIs. With the increasingly serious threats posed by DDoS attacks, a novel mitigating solution to DDoS attacks on 
DNS authoritative name servers is proposed. The proposal lets authoritative servers notify resolvers about necessary domain 
redirection using DNAME records. Employing chained domain redirections, the query traffic can be redistributed among 
all participant domains in the domain redirection chain. The simulation results show that domain redirection based load 
balancing is flexible, elastic, scalable and resilient in defending against DDoS attacks.
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